**Equipment Rules of Sailing**

**Definition Foil & Wing**

A submission from the Chairman of the Equipment Committee

**Purpose or Objective**

To clarify the definition of wing and foil and introduce a single component foil.

**Proposal**

Amend the Definitions of Wing and Foil, ERS E.1.2(l) and ERS E.1.2(m), as follows;

E.1.2(l) WING

A **hull appendage** attached to a **keel, bilge keel, canting keel, fin or bulb**, primarily used to affect leeway and/or lift.

E.1.2(m) FOIL

A **hull appendage** primarily used to produce vertical lift and/or affect leeway, which may be attached to a **centreboard, daggerboard, bilgeboard, fin or rudder**.

**Current Position**

See above.

**Reasons**

1. To clarify the difference between wings and foils.
2. To define a single component foil.